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As the play goes along Hamlet displays a wide range of emotions through his actions and his words. While
giving a consistent flow and viewpoint to the whole play, this singular interpretation of characters leads to a
bias that is hard for the text itself and other characters to overcome. Some side with the idea that he was
completely sane but others believe that he was a truly mad prince. The suicidal comes into play towards the
beginning of the story during act  Hamlet is an alive and kicking story about seeking revenge for his father.
Hamlet wanted to find out who would do such a thing. In Hamlet, the main character Hamlet thinks to himself
about suicide. Michael Almereyda portrays Hamlet as having a great level of mental instability and hysteria.
He is extremely egotistic and he always goes off on a tangent. In the play the main character Prince Hamlet
has a very complicated character. Hamlet may be regarded as one of Shakespeare 's greatest plays. In the play
there were many tragedies that occurred thought-out the play. Shakespeare could have taken the story of
Hamlet from several possible sources, including a twelfth-century Latin history of Denmark, a prose work by
the French writer and Thomas Kyd's Ur-Hamlet. Sir, I lack advancement. So for a character like this to be so
complex, there must be a point. He was born on April 24, in London, England. Hamlet and Laertes have many
similarities and some differences in the play Evidence of the tainted view of a family member causing undue
harm can be found in the relationship between Hamlet and Claudius, Hamlet and Old King Hamlet, and
Hamlet and Gertrude The misfortunate protagonist, Prince Hamlet of Denmark who constantly shows the
viewers his flaw of procrastination and which ultimately leads him and many other characters to their
unfortunate and preventable death This is meant to stop the advancement upon the kingdom We are all
Hamlet, and that, is the argument. During the beginning of the play we find out that Hamlet loses his father the
King of Denmark The existence of the ghost demonstrates how mad Hamlet has become. However, it cannot
be known for certain if Hamlet has lost his mind, "To put an antic disposition on, That you, at such times
seeing me, never shall," Shakespeare 1. Evidence of the tainted view of a family member causing undue harm
can be found in the relationship between Hamlet and Claudius, Hamlet and Old King Hamlet, and Hamlet and
Gertrude The relationship between Hamlet and Claudius is problematic, largely due to the fact that they This
evil spreads first to Hamlet the prince, who plots his revenge on Claudius. Shakespeare delved into the
spiritual and mental component of humanity and the consequences that arise from this human spirit when it is
disputed. He doubts on the ghosts and thinks that it may be devil attempts to lure him to the crime. From these
acts, a series of events developed could have been avoided by a simple act of confession. This revival made it
Renaissance play. Son of Hamlet Sr and Gertrude. His insight of the objectiveness of all behavior, made only
subjective through perspective displays he is character of deep thought who muct analyze a problem from all
angles before processing often resulting in him being indecisive on an issue. One of his most famous plays
Hamlet is known for its great amount of tragedy. His own doubts about the ghost, uncertainties of his own
ambitions, and his overanalyzing of the world around him are three of the many dissensions which keep him
indecisive thus prolong his revenge and resulting in his ultimate dismay. This quote by Horton relates to
Hamlet because it speaks of revenge, and Hamlet is a revenge play. And it ultimately leads to destruction. In
the beginning of the play Gertrude has a lot to gain from the actions of others, Ophelia mirrors Hamlet in his
decline into insanity due to their struggle with internal conflicts Second, Hamlet reveals in his soliloquy, his
justification of why humans, and himself, fear death and anything related to it. Hamlet Sr. Fortinbras
represents the brave hero Hamlet wants to be and ultimately becomes, while Laertes represents Hamlet 's
emotional self-doubt and self-hatred that drives the play 's conflict.


